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DML, MKM, UVP
§ What we have heard in the session.

§ Significant progress in MKM, so more ambitious goals. 

§ Must still satisfy basic needs.

§ Current practical challenges + most significant opportunities.



13 Years Ago



Concept
§ Digitize all past mathematical literature and

link it to the present literature

§ Initiators included:
Bernd Wegner (ZentralblattMath), 
Keith Dennis (MathSciNet), 
Paul Ginsparg (arXiv), and others



6 Years Ago









§ IMU Working Group established to 
§ Develop a concrete roadmap 

§ Incremental budget

§ Organize proposals to funders

§ Members:
Thierry Bouche (EuDML)
Bruno Buchberger (Risc LINZ)
Patrick Ion (Math Reviews (ret.), MathML)
Michel Kohlhase (Jacobs, OpenMath)
Jim Pitman (Berkeley)
Olaf Teschke (ZbMath)
Stephen Watt (ORCCA, MathML, doc analysis)
Eric Weisstein (MathWorld, Wolfram Research)



What is a Library?
§ Different views:

§ A building in Alexandria

§ Collection of books and periodicals

§ Subscriptions to access digital books, journal back files and databases

§ Collection of pdf page images

§ A set of indices into recognized standard collections

§ Mechanisms to use collections to answer questions

§ A combination of the above



Where is Mathematical Knowledge Today?

§ People

§ Research Journals

§ Textbooks and Monographs

§ Informal literature



Where is Math Knowledge Online?



Different Meanings for “Math Literature”

§ Formal literature

§ Informal literature

§ Research monographs

§ Expository work (surveys, texts, “user guides”)

§ Specialized collections addressing specific topics
§ OEIS, DLMF, HOL Light libraries, eCF, functions.wolfram.com



Different Meanings for Knowledge

Not all useful mathematical knowledge is given by 
true statements.

§ Conjectures that turn out to be false.

§ Proofs with flaws.

§ Application of results where conditions are not verified.

§ Approximations and probabilistic statements.



Capturing Math
§ Page images   or born-digital pages

§ Structure analysis (DAS)

§ Natural language and math recognition
§ Identification of glyphs.

§ Parsing

§ Semantic capture



Different Meanings for “Semantic Capture”
§ Library Science:

Bibliographic reference graph, keywords, subject class’n

§ Document Analysis:
OCR / Doc structure recovery from born digital docs
Word spotting, equation parsing

§ Shallow capture: 
Natural language processing

§ Deep capture (requires fill-in and correction):
Formalized mathematics
Capture of narrative

§ Synthesis:
Linking series of papers/volumes/areas of mathematics



Different Meanings for “Semantic Capture”

§ Capture exactly what was written, as written
(level of formality, level of correctness)
Useful parts of wrong, incomplete or superseded work

§ Augment what was written
correction, formalization

§ Capture definitions only

§ Capture defns + theorem statements only

§ Capture defns + statements + proofs

§ Capture defns + statements + proofs + meta statements



Born Digital Documents

§ Will be the majority

§ Good TeX and Bad TeX (everywhere)

…$\{ n | (n+1)^2 $ isn’t perfect $\}$  …

…$\{n | (n+2)^2 \text{isn’t perfect} \}$...

§ Use of semantic macros (e.g. DLMF)
\BesselJ{\nu}@{z}     vs    J_\nu(z)



Different Meanings for Basic Concepts
• 1391 Chaucer: “equation” 
• 1557 Recorde: “=” 
• 1637 Descartes: “x”

1. #$ − & = 0
2. #& = &#
3. 8 + 2 = 10

A. 1,2,3 “equation”
B. 1 “équation”, 2 “identité”, 3”rélation”

• English, Latin A
• Chinese, French, German, Russian,… B

• 1 vs 2 undecidable



Different Things for the Same Notation

§ !"
§ Bessel function

§ Angular momentum

§ 4-currrent



Different Notations for the Same Thing
§ TeX ó MathML,   Presentation ó Content



Disambiguation



Different Levels of Formalism

§ Exist in the literature

§ “Flexi-formalism” (Kohlhase)

§ The de Bruijn factor (Freek):  ~4

§ “A little inaccuracy saves a world
of explanation.”



Clovis on the Alleged Romance of 
Business
1924

H. H. Munro (“Saki”)
1870-1916

. . .



IMKT: Technical and Organizational Questions
§ Technical:

§ How can the existing literature repositories be united?

§ What forms of semantic representation are most achievable and 
useful for mathematical knowledge?

§ How can mathematical OCR and natural language processing be used 
in a semi-supervised machine learning bootstrap process?



Initial Example Problems

§ Collection of PDFs
§ Concordance of the vocabularies for special functions
§ FAbstracts
§ Formal Harmony
§ Document Analysis 
§ Machine learning for semantic capture
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Initial Example Problems

§ Collection of PDFs:   EuDML, Euclid, Jstore + zbMath, Hathi
§ Concordance of the vocabularies for special functions: TBD
§ FAbstracts: Hales
§ Formal Harmony: Dowek
§ Document Analysis: DAS
§ Machine learning for semantic capture: Blei and Lafferty



MIDAS 2020
§ Ingrid Daubechies: Genesis of the current IMKT

§ Katja Berčič: Math data 

§ Mila Runnwerth: Research infrastructure

§ Bruce Miller: Writing mathematics

§ Steve Damelin: Reading mathematics

§ Mitchel Keller: Genealogy of mathematics



MIDAS 2020
§ John Harrison: Automated reasoning

§ Tom Hales: Controlled natural language

§ Gilles Dowek: Configurable logic for proof collections

§ Richard Zanibbi: Math-aware search

§ Stephen Watt: Where we are



MIDAS 2020
§ Panel:

§ Who are the clients for a GDML?

§ What is the data science of proofs?

§ What are the barriers to universal access to mathematics?



DML, MKM, UVP
§ Technical questions are “solved enough.” 

§ Coordination, ecosystem, sustainability.

§ Users’ needs vs/et developers’ vision.

§ Maple vs Axiom 



“Math Is Not About Numbers”



But Numbers Matter



A Cautionary Tale
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A Cautionary Tale



IMKT: Technical and Organizational Questions
§ Organizational:

§ How can we build upon existing research projects around the globe?

§ How can we most effectively engage relevant commercial enterprises, 
including publishers and software companies?

§ How can these efforts be brought to the public in a coherent and 
sustainable fashion?



DML, MKM, UVP
§ The components we have seen in this session are a valuable 

tool set for mathematicians and users of mathematics.

§ Open interfaces will allow these to work together and for 
new participants in an ecosystem.

§ Providing these as a public service cannot rely solely on 
volunteer efforts.

§ Business model is required.



Economic considerations
§ If you build it, they will come.

Field of Dreams (1989)



Economic considerations
§ If you build it, they will come.

Field of Dreams (1989)

§ If you fund it, they will come.



Newton’s Laws
1. An object at rest will remain at rest.  An object in uniform 

motion will remain in uniform motion.

2. The velocity of an object changes when exposed to an 
external force.   F = m a



Economic considerations
§ National funds for disposition of publicly funded research

§ Germany, Canada,…

§ Philanthropic support.

§ This can get the ball rolling.
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Business Models
§ Continued operation requires sustainable funding model.

§ $2-$3 million USD/yr.

§ Fragile to rely on philanthropy.

§ “Public Good” model.
§ Long-term support contracts with national agencies.

§ “Femium” model.
§ $3/month requires 100,000 subscriptions.partners.



Newton’s Laws
1. An object at rest will remain at rest.  An object in uniform 

motion will remain in uniform motion.

2. The velocity of an object changes when exposed to an 
external force.   F = m a

3. For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.



Economic considerations
§ Continued operation requires sustainable funding model.

§ $2-$3 million USD/yr.

§ Fragile to rely on philanthropy.

§ “Public Good” model.
§ Long-term support contracts with national agencies.

§ “Femium” model.
§ $3/month requires 100,000 subscriptions.

§ “Spotify” model.
§ Publishers as partners.



Conclusions
§ “Good enough” is the seed.

§ Allow flexibility in precision.

§ Machine interfaces nourish the ecosystem.

§ Require acceptable financial model for bootstrapping and 
sustainability. 


